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Te electronic medical records (EMRs) of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) include a wealth of TCM knowledge and
syndrome diagnosis information, which is crucial for improving the quality of TCM auxiliary decision-making. In practical
diagnosis, one disease corresponds to one syndrome, posing considerable hurdles for the informatization of TCM.Te purpose of
this work was to create an end-to-end TCM diagnostic model, and the knowledge graph (KG) created in this article is used to
improve the model’s information and realize auxiliary decision-making for TCM disorders. We approached auxiliary decision-
making for syndrome diferentiation in this article as a multilabel classifcation task and presented a knowledge-based decision
support model for syndrome diferentiation (KDSD). Specifcally, we created a KG based on TCM features (TCMKG), sup-
plementing the textual representation of medical data with embedded information. Finally, we proposed fusing medical text with
KG entity representation (F-MT-KER) to get prediction results using a linear output layer. After obtaining the vector repre-
sentation of the medical record text using the BERTmodel, the vector representation of various KG embeddedmodels can provide
additional hidden information to a certain extent. Experimental results show that our method improves by 1% (P@1) on the
syndrome diferentiation auxiliary decision task compared to the baseline model BERT. Te usage of EMRs can aid TCM
development more efciently. With the help of entity level representation, character level representation, and model fusion, the
multilabel classifcation method based on the pretraining model and KG can better simulate the TCM syndrome diferentiation of
the complex cases.

1. Introduction

With the fast advancement of the medical information
technology in recent years, the number of electronic medical
records (EMRs) accessible has increased. EMRs are mostly
semistructured or unstructured text records of the di-
agnostic and treatment processes. EMRs serve as the central
repository for big medical data, which contains a wealth of
medical information and therapeutic concepts. Te course
record inmedical records can be divided into four diagnostic
information, physical examination, chief complaint, syn-
dromes, treatment plan, and traditional Chinese medicine
(TCM) prescription.

In general, there are few same syndromes in TCM di-
agnosis. Usually, a case corresponds to a syndrome, or
a patient corresponds to a syndrome. Te number of

syndromes is far too many to classify. Terefore, we pro-
posed the task of transforming the syndrome diferentiation
problem into identifying the nature and locations of the
disease. Tis way, we can transform the TCM syndrome
diferentiation auxiliary decision-making task from the
original multiclassifcation task into a multilabel classifca-
tion task, where the disease’s nature and location are
regarded as labels. However, doctors give clinical pre-
scriptions based on the diagnosed syndromes. As a result,
extensive TCM clinical expertise and excellent TCM di-
agnostic understanding are required in the syndrome dif-
ferentiation approach. In order to imitate the TCMdialectics
process, we need to introduce the information implied by the
symptoms and chief complaints in each medical record into
the medical record text representation. So, we constructed
a knowledge graph (KG) based on TCM features (TCMKG)
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to excavate hidden information in the medical records to
solve this problem.

Te language model of a deep neural network has de-
veloped into an efcient text representation method in re-
cent years. BERT [1] has shown promise in some natural
language processing (NLP) tasks. We adopted BERT for
EMRs multilabel classifcation and extended the model with
knowledge representation with hidden information pro-
vided in the shared task, such as four diagnostic information,
chief complaint, and physical examination. Experiments on
a test set of EMRs demonstrated the efcacy of our method.

Te following are the contributions of this paper: (1) To
get around the problem of not being able to use EMRs for
information-based dialectics, we turned TCM’s standard
syndrome diferentiation work into a multilabel categori-
zation assignment. (2) In this paper, we proposed syndrome
diferentiation assistant decision-making based on knowl-
edge (KDSD) to integrate implicit knowledge graph em-
bedding (KGE) from TCMKG into the syndrome
diferentiation assistant task. (3) We designed a method to
adopt the fusion of medical text and knowledge graph entity
representation (F-MT-KER) to alleviate the apparent impact
of the personalization of the TCM medical records on
decision-making.

2. Related Works

Machine learning often accomplishes multilabel classifca-
tion tasks by changing the current algorithm or employing
a binary classifcation technique. Unlike traditional machine
learning, the deep learning method uses various neural
network structures to extract the semantic embedding of
input text. XML-CNN [2] used a one-dimensional con-
volutional neural network along the sequence length and
word embedding dimension to represent the text input. Slice
considers supervised pretrained dense embeddings from
XML-CNN model as the input of its hierarchical linear
model. Recently, based on XML-CNN, AttentionXML [3]
used BiLSTM, added attention to labels to design scoring
functions, and used a hierarchical tag tree to warm up
the model.

Many studies have been committed to pretraining lan-
guage representation models to obtain language information
from a text and then use this information for specifc NLP
tasks. Te Elmo [4], GPT [5], and BERT [1] models have
achieved better results in multiple NLP tasks. After fne-
tuning, these pretraining models can be applied to various
tasks. However, due to the lack of information linkages
between vertical applications and open domains, these
models cannot be easily translated to specialized domains.
Te model can be pretrained in specifc felds to solve this
problem, but it is not desirable in terms of computational
time and cost. For example, RoBERTa [6], XLNET [7], Span-
BERT [8], and ERNIE [9] are trained in the abovementioned
way. Recent research has demonstrated that in addition to
the input, adding other relevant knowledge to the model can
improve the model’s performance to variable degrees, such
as reading comprehension [10], text classifcation [11],
natural language inference [12], knowledge acquisition [13],

and question answer [14]. Terefore, we argued that addi-
tional knowledge information could efectively beneft the
existing pretraining model. Some studies have tried efec-
tively controlling the external KGs through the joint rep-
resentation learning of words and entities to achieve
promising results [15–18]. Chen et al. [19] used BiLSTM to
process text and introduced additional knowledge through
specifc attention mechanisms. Zhang et al. [20] tried to use
external KG to enrich embedded information and improve
language understanding.

In TCM data mining, Zhou [21] built a data model
from multiple information entities and their interactions
in outpatient data to fulfll large-scale clinical data in-
tegration and preprocessing activities, as well as to un-
cover useful clinical knowledge from the data. Liu et al.
[22] approached a clinical data warehouse based on
structured EMR data. Clinical terminology is collected to
establish clinical hypotheses and aid in the discovery of
clinical knowledge from large-scalereal-world TCM
clinical data. Te majority of TCM data mining involves
constructing data into a database and then mining in-
formation from it to realize the application [23]. In recent
years, the auxiliary decision-making systems based on
expert systems [24] and the model-assisteddecision-
making systems [25] based on deep learning have dom-
inated TCM diagnosis. Joyce et al. [26] described the
cognitive work of TCM tongue diagnosis and used it to
fnd TCM diagnostic thinking patterns. An expert panel
must assess the correctness of the diagnosis. Xie et al. [27]
mined links between hidden items and inferred pathways
from symptoms to syndromes using TCM knowledge
graphs and reinforcement learning techniques. Yang et al.
[28] utilized KGE to fnd triples connection pairings of
syndromes and symptoms, and then created a score al-
gorithm to fnd suggested syndromes. To apply clinically
aided diagnostic and treatment models, Ruan et al. [29]
stacks semantic-aware graph convolutions to learn ef-
cient low-dimensional representations of nodes via meta-
graphs and self-attention, and predicts correct patterns via
clustering and linking. Xie [30] employed multiclassifer
integrated TCM syndrome element classifcation to help
with diagnosis, mainly using the Nave Bayes, Weighted
bipartite graph, SVM, and ProSVM algorithms. Since the
number of syndromes in actual diagnosis is unclear, we
split syndromes into labels of illness type and disease
location, used multilabel classifcation to predict labels,
and utilize a certain number of labels to replace ambiguity.

3. Methods

3.1. Overview. Te KDSD model is divided into two com-
ponents, as illustrated in Figure 1, the EMRs module and the
KG module. We frst develop the TCMKG using the EMRs
and then represent all entities and relationships in KG
through the KG embedding model. Input the EMRs into the
model, and the EMRs module will extract the chief com-
plaint and symptom information (four diagnostic in-
formation and physical examination). Meanwhile, the
embedding representation of the knowledge entities in the
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KGmodule is obtained by extracting and linking the entities
of the EMRs module. Finally, we fused text representations
and KG entity embedding representations through the F-
MT-KNR method designed in this paper to predict the
nature and location of diseases through multilabel classif-
cation. Te implementation details of the model are
described below.

3.2. Construction of Knowledge Graph. Diferent doctors use
diferent syndrome diferentiation procedures, which results
in them prescribing diferent syndromes for the same illness
and even achieving diferent syndrome outcomes for the
same patient. In TCM, syndromes include the relationship
between evil and positive, internal and external pathogenic
factors, the location of the disease, and the nature of the
disease. Terefore, it is objective to use the nature and lo-
cation of the disease to assist doctors in making clinical
decisions.

In the data mining phase, we extracted the TCM
symptom entities and chief complaint information from the
desensitized EMRs. We then decomposed the information
on the nature of the illness and its location in the syndrome.
We designed the schema layer top-down [31], which is
actually to classify these entities. As a result, the schema
layer’s categories and the data layer’s medical entities es-
tablish “class-example” connections. Te data layer is flled
with entities simultaneously, and the TCMKG is completed.
Figure 2 shows the partial TCMKG.

After desensitization, entity extraction, and relationship
extraction from 12533 EMRs, we created TCMKG. Te
TCMKG database has 115012 triples, which include 18078
symptom entities, 2098 chief complaint entities, and 157
nature and location of the disease entities. In addition, Neo4j
is employed as a data storage tool for TCMKG.

3.3. Representation of Knowledge Graph. In the EMRs of
TCM, there is a very complex relationship between the four
diagnostic information and syndrome or disease nature and
location, which experts of TCM can only understand. By
contrast, KG is a multirelational graph comprised of many
diferent entities and their relationships [32]. In this paper,
KG can accurately describe the relationship between
symptoms and syndromes in TCM through information
extraction, data mining, and knowledge reasoning. It can
describe the evolution process and development law of
knowledge. To provide accurate, traceable, interpretable, and
inferential knowledge data for syndrome auxiliary decision-
making. Besides, the representation learning of KG is the
method of transforming these knowledge data with implicit
information into a vector representation.

Given a knowledge graph Κ, which includes a collection
of entities ε and relationsR, that is, Κ⊆ε × R × ε. Te triples
are expressed as (h, r, t), where h, r ∈ ε denote the head and
tail entities, respectively, and r ∈R denotes the relationship
between them.

For each entity e and relationship r in Κ, the knowledge
graph representation methods generate ev ∈ Rde and rv ∈ Rdr ,
where ev and rv are de and dr dimensional vectors, re-
spectively. Each embedding technique incorporates a scoring
mechanism, F: ε × R × ε⟶ R will give some scores
F(h, r, t) is assigned to a possible triple (h, r, t), h, t ∈ ε, , and
r ∈R. Te model is trained in such a way that for each
correct triple (h, r, t) ∈ Κ and wrong triple (h′, r′, t′) ∉ Κ, the
model assigns a score such that F(h, r, t)> 0 and
F(h′, r′, t′)< 0. Typically, a scoring function is a function of
(eh, er, et).

We selected several representative KG embedding
methods to conduct experiments on TCMKG (see the ex-
perimental part) and evaluated the indicators, among which
TransE performed best.
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Figure 1: Te architecture of the KDSD model.
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Bordes et al. [33] proposed TransE based on the as-
sumption that the additional h + t embedding should be
near to that of t and that the scoring function should be
defned as follows under L1 or L2 constraints:

fr(h, t) � ‖h + r − t‖L1/L2. (1)

As mentioned above, h, t ∈ ε, and r ∈R. After the KG
embedding is completed, formula (1) makes f(h, r, t)> 0 for
all true triples, and f(h, r, t)< 0 for all wrong triples.

3.4. EMR-Based Module. Te BERT layer is used by the
EMRs module to extract features from incoming text input.
Te embeddings of the KDSDmodel difer from those of the
BERT model. We use outside information to complement
the text’s representation. We separate the information about
the principal complaint from the information about the
symptoms when we analyze the input data, and the format of
the input sequence is specifed by

[CLS]symptoms[UNK]chief complaint[UNK][SEP], (2)

where [CLS] and [SEP] are the BERTmodel-specifc special
symbols, and [UNK] is the separator inside the text.
Symptoms include pulse-taking, tongue examination, lis-
tening and smelling, inspection, and physical examination.
Each symptom and chief complaint feld is separated by
[UNK] to facilitate the integration of subsequent KGE.

After entering the EMRs into the model, it is required to
improve the text representation via the hidden layer.
However, the symptom information and the chief complaint
information are stated diferently in EMRs, as is the length of
the text. Since the maximum input length of BERT is

generally 512 characters, considering that this paper needs to
separate symptoms and chief complaints, and the de-
scription of private complaints is too complicated, the length
of some medical records exceeds the limit of the model. In
this paper, most of the information on the four diagnostic
information is relatively standardized. To decrease the text
length, we apply the fne-tuned Uie-base [34] model to
extract the main complaint information from the text. Ten,
as stated in the following equations, we employed the multi-
headself-attention [35] process to integrate the principal
complaint information into the text representation of
symptom information.

Q � K � V � W
SConcat [C]; S1...M, C1...N( , (3)

C′  � Concat head1, . . . , headi( W
O

, (4)

headi � Attention QW
Q
i , KW

K
i , VW

V
i , (5)

where [C] is the representation of [CLS] in the hidden layer
state, [C′] is the representation of input text. S1...M and C1...N

are symptom information embedding containing M values
and chief complaint information embedding containing N
values. Ws, WO, WQ, WK, and WV are trainable parameters.

Integration of additional medical knowledge.
Te fusion information part aims to integrate the output

of KGE into the output of BERT. BERT is to train the
representation of each character in the unit of characters,
while in the KGE module, we can only train the entities in
KG into triples. Terefore, we proposed F-MT-KER to re-
alize the fusion of characters and entity embeddings in KG,
as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Ontology representation of TCMKG.
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S � 
i�k

i�1
Sj, . . . , Sj+L ek( )  + ek . (6)

In equation (6), ek is the embedding of an entity in KG,
Sj, . . . , Sj+L(ek) corresponds to symptom character set or
chief complaint character set of ek. L is the function of
calculating the length of the entity and f is to select the
corresponding ek. Te embedded representation of the same
entity is added to the characters of each entity. Trough the
linear layer transformation, the fused vector dimension is
changed from the dimension of the hidden layer to the
dimension of the label quantity.

4. Results

4.1. Overview. Te process of auxiliary decision-making for
syndrome diferentiation can be divided into the KG con-
struction and embedding module, the text representation of
the BERT model, and multilabel classifcation based on
model fusion. For themedical records of the input model, we
frst take the medical record entity set through TCMKG and
then link the entities in this entity set to the vector space
embedded in TCMKG through entity matching. As a result,
we can obtain vector representations of symptom entities
and chief complaint entities. Ultimately, the nature and
location of the disease recommended by the medical record
can be obtained by inputting the embeddings containing
hidden information into the model.

4.2. Dataset and Experimental Setup. We conducted ex-
periments on the EMRs dataset and TCMKG. As seen in
Figure 4, we removed sensitive information from the
original EMRs and extract entities for pulse diagnosis,
tongue diagnosis, and the other four diagnostic information
based on the punctuation marks. After fne-tuning the
medical record annotation data, the symptom information
in the chief complaint is retrieved using the Uie-base model.
For example, from the text information, the symptoms of
“oral ulcer” and “unfavorable urination” may be extracted
from “oral ulcer and unfavorable urination” that recur re-
peatedly for 2-3 years. It is worth mentioning that when the

probability of the anticipated symptom item is less than 0.5,
the entity is deleted.

Te dataset includes 12533 EMRs from QIHUANG
TCM. 10026 EMRs were used for training and 2507 were
used for testing. Furthermore, our criterion for dividing the
test set is that only the test data labels that appear in the
training set can be divided into the test set. Tis part of the
data accounts for a tiny proportion, so we used the model to
generate their input randomly. Tere are 157 classifcations
for disease nature and disease location. Every text in the
input model is a medical case, and each text has an average of
102 characters. Te relationship, number of edges, and
triples in the knowledge graph constructed in this paper are
shown in Table 1.

We constructed the knowledge ontology based on Yu
[31] and defned entity and relationship description as the
core. It includes some knowledge in EMRs, such as pulse
diagnosis, tongue diagnosis, smell diagnosis, observation
diagnosis, chief complaint, and other knowledge.

Tis paper preprocessed EMRs through data de-
sensitization, cleaning, structuring, fltering, and diagnostic
label standardization. In data fltering, duplicate in-
formation, and information that has little impact on di-
agnosis (such as the date in chief complaint) will be deleted.
On the one hand, it can fulfll the BERTmodel input’s format
criteria. In TCMKG, on the other hand, it may also maintain
concealed information. Our BERT model was bert-base-
chinese, with the following primary settings: hidden size 768,
maximum position embedding 512, number of epochs 50,
number of attention heads 12, number of hidden layers 12,
maximum input length 256, learning rate 2e− 5, and batch
size 8. Our NVIDIA T4 GPU is the backbone of all our
experiments (17.18G).

4.3. Evaluation Metrics. Table 2 displays the experimental
outcomes on the EMRs dataset. P@k (Precision at k) was
used as evaluation metrics.

P@k �
1
k



k

l�1
yrank(l). (7)
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Figure 3: Te process of fusion of knowledge graph entity information and character information of the BERT model.
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Te index of the lth highest prediction label is rank(l)

and y is the true binary vector.

4.3.1. Hamming Loss. Te Hamming loss is the proportion
of wrongly predicted labels. Te higher the performance, the
lower the Hamming loss value. yi is the predicted value for
the jth label of a given sample, yi is the corresponding true
value, and nlabels is the number of classes or labels.

LHamming(y, y) �
1

nlabels


nlabels−1

j�0
1 yi ≠yi( . (8)

4.3.2. Average Precision. Te weighted mean of precisions
acquired at each threshold is used to summarize a precision-
recall curve, with the increase in recall from the previous
threshold used as the weight. Where Pn and Rn are the
precision and recall at the nth threshold.

AP � 
n

Rn − Rn−1( Pn. (9)

4.3.3. Label Ranking Loss. Te label ranking loss function
computes the ranking loss, which is weighted by the inverse
of the number of ordered pairs of false and true labels.

ranking
loss(y,f)

�
1

nsamples


nsample−1

i�0

1
yi





0 nlabels − yi





0 

| (k, l): fik <fil, yik � 1, yil � 0 . (10)

4.4. Performance onEMRsDataset. Liu et al. [36] used a data
improvement and model fusion technique to accomplish
syndrome diferentiation classifcation of lung cancer di-
agnosis using the neural network text classifcation models
TextCNN [37], TextRNN [38], RCNN [39], and fastText
[40]. Hu et al. [41] employed the CNN and fastText models
to complete the task of yin and yang defcient syndrome text
categorization.

In addition, this study employs AttentiveConvNet [42],
DPCNN [43], Transformer [35], and AttentionXML as
comparative models for the multilabel text classifcation
problem. A variety of context information is added to local
convolution processes by AttentiveConvNet. Long-distance
text dependencies may be extracted using the DPCNN.
AttentionXML is a structural model for tag trees based on
the attention mechanism. Using a multilabel attention ap-
proach for text multilabel categorization, the most essential
feature information is collected for each label, allowing the
relationship information between the input text and each
label to be properly comprehended. Moreover, the KG-
based algorithm used the KG’s information to forecast

relationships that will deliver the desired results. Tis paper
proposes the KDSD model. Bert-base-chinese is the pre-
training model that is employed. By linking the linear layer
after feature extraction using the model, a multilabel clas-
sifcation result is achieved.

4.5.TeResults of KnowledgeGraphRepresentation. In order
to demonstrate the KGE model’s efcacy, we used the
mainstream KGE methods [33, 44–46] to evaluate the
TCMKG. For each KGE approach, we produce the associ-
ated knowledge representation and add it to the KDSD
model. Table 3 illustrates the KDSD model’s performance
when various KGE models are employed as knowledge
supplements.

We employ the MRR (Mean Radical Ranking), MR
(Mean Rank), and Hits@N to analyze the performance
metrics of KGE [47]. Te MRR is the average of the triples’
reciprocal rankings.Te value ranges from 0 to 1; the greater
the number, the better the model. MR is the average of all the
triples’ rankings. Te value ranges from 1 (ideal condition,

Chief complaints

Four diagnosis Punctuation
based 

Uie-base

Oral ulcer and unfavorable urination recur for 2-3 years.

Pulse slightly string, right inch floating.

Entity1: Pulse slightly string

Entity3: Oral ulcer (probability: 0.701)

Entity4: unfavorable urination (probability: 0.698)

Entity2: right inch floating

Named Entity Recognition

EMRs

Entities

Figure 4: Entity extraction method for four diagnosis and chief complaint information.
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all rankings are equal) to the number of corruptions. Hits@n
is the proportion of calculated ranks that are higher than (or
equal to) a rank of n.Te value ranges from 0 to 1; the greater
the number, the better the model.

5. Discussion

5.1. Principal Results. As seen in Table 2, based on pre-
training models, BERT and KDSD models outperform
fastText, TextCNN, Text RNN, Transformer, and other
models. KDSD increases by 1%, 0.3%, and 0.52% in the
metrics P@1, P@3, and P@5, respectively, as compared to the
BERT model.

From the experimental results, the results of the pre-
training model are better than the previous text-based
multilabel classifcation method. Furthermore, including
KGE information in the pretraining model can improve the
model’s performance. However, all KG-Based indicators
were terrible, far lower than the KDSD results. Tis might be
due to one of the two factors. One is that KG-based method
only used the information embedded in the graph and
obtains the labels through link prediction. Another possi-
bility is that TCMKG is a KG constructed for TCM di-
agnosis. Although the diagnosis of each medical record is
diferent, the reuse rate of the information of the four di-
agnoses and the chief complaint is high. Besides, various
clinicians defne diseases diferently, the number of triples
for some conditions may be inadequate for good prediction.

From Table 3, it can be seen that the average precision of
the KDSD model is 0.9% higher than that of the BERT
model. Tis is due to the fact that in actual text task pro-
cessing, some training corpora are difcult to obtain; their
overall number and the total number of words contained are
very small, making them unsuitable for training models with
embedding layers. However, these data are suitable for

training models without embedding layers. In addition, it
provides useful rules that may be extracted by the model.
Using a pretrained model to encode the original text is an
excellent choice in this instance because the pre-trained
model is derived from a large corpus and can make the
current text meaningful, despite the fact that these impli-
cations may not be domain-specifc. However, these de-
fciencies can be remedied by utilizing fne-tuned models.

5.2. Results of KGE. Te KG-based experiment is another
experiment undertaken for this investigation. If only the
knowledge graph and its embedded data are used, the link
prediction is performed on multiple triples associated with
the same medical record, followed by the application of the
KG’s embedded scoring function. Te expected labels re-
ceived were evaluated, and the label with the highest score
was fnally selected.Te results are bad due to the high rate of
recurrence of the four diagnoses in TCM, the excessive
number of triple diagnoses that may be derived from
a medical fle, and the inability to establish a connection
between them. When this experiment is compared to the
KDSD model and the BERTmodel, it is clear that using the
information of the KG alone will not provide excellent
results; instead, a deep learning model must be used in
conjunction with it to get superior outcomes.

Although the KG-based method has no advantages in
various indicators, the results of KDSD are indeed better
than BERT in some indicators. It shows that the fusion with
the embedded information from TCMKG can improve the
performance of syndrome decision-making model. More-
over, as shown in Table 3, KDSD has the best performance
after using the TransE model, surpassing BERT in all in-
dicators. However, the results of some models have even
declined after being fused with BERT. Here we evaluated the
performance of KGE. Table 4 shows the performance
evaluation fndings for several embedding strategies. As seen
in the table, TransE outperforms other models in MRR, MR,
Hits@N, and has the greatest performance in the KDSD
model for link prediction.

We analyze the reasons for the following reasons. First,
complicated embedding approaches, such as adding com-
plex vector space and convolution methods, will not func-
tion when the repeat rate of the four diagnosis information
and the principal complaint information is high. Second,

Table 2: Te results on the EMRs dataset.

Models P@1 P@3 P@5 Average precision Hamming loss Label ranking
loss

AttentiveConvNet 0.416 0.404 0.384 0.263 0.081 0.136
DPCNN 0.690 0.63 0.574 0.528 0.045 0.079
Transformer 0.721 0.665 0.61 0.578 0.04 0.086
AttentionXML 0.749 0.702 0.645 0.537 0.043 0.078
TextCNN 0.753 0.686 0.636 0.603 0.039 0.069
TextRNN 0.769 0.719 0.668 0.646 0.034 0.068
FastText 0.809 0.748 0.686 0.676 0.034 0.046
BERT 0.89 0.876 0.845 0.857 0.026 0.016
KG-based 0.059 0.073 0.066 — — —
KDSD 0.9 0.879 0.852 0.866 0.029 0.014

Table 3: Performance of diferent embedding models on KDSD.

Methods P@1 P@3 P@5
BERT 0.89 0.876 0.845
+TransE 0.9 0.879 0.852
+DistMult 0.878 0.856 0.829
+ComplEx 0.868 0.852 0.825
+ConvKB 0.886 0.862 0.833
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since the triples of TCMKG construction adopt “symptom-
nature\location” and “chief complaint-nature\location,” we
think the TransE model’s distance-based scoring function
calculates the Euclidean distance between them, which has
more extraordinary expression ability, utilizing this intuitive
distance-based technique.

5.3. Limitations. In this section, we discuss some limitations
of the KDSD model. First, the new medical record cannot
ensure that the input symptoms and chief complaints can
match the entities in the TCMKG to ensure the existing
label. Terefore, the embedded knowledge integrated into
the model has little information, afecting the model’s
performance. Second, due to the particularity of TCM di-
alectics, although there is enough information on the syn-
drome, some syndromes’ descriptions are still too simple.
For example, if the syndrome is damp-heat obstructing the
meridian (湿热阻滞经脉), then, we can get that the location
of the disease is the meridians (经脉), and the nature of the
disease is obstruction (阻滞) and damp-heat (湿热). Tis
syndrome contains little information about the nature and
location of the disease, so such medical records will have an
adverse impact on the model’s prediction of multiple labels
when tested.

6. Conclusion

Te auxiliary syndrome diferentiation work has been viewed
as a multiclassifcation issue. Tis paper presents the KDSD
model for converting multiclassifcation into a multilabel
classifcation. Te KDSD model improves the model’s per-
formance by integrating the textual information of the EMR
and the entity information embedded in the KG. We con-
structed TCMKG by using EMRs. Ten, we represented
TCMKG by TransE, and connected the results to the input
layer of BERT. Finally, the results are obtained through the
full connection output of the model. Te results show that
although BERT has been an excellent multilabel classifcation
model in recent years, adding domain-specifc knowledge
graph information can improve the model’s performance.

In the future, we will further study the construction of
KG in TCM and explore the critical technologies of model
fusion to improve the accuracy of the syndrome diferen-
tiation decision-making system. We fnd that some symp-
tom entities in EMRs are not included in TCMKG (we only
consider the existence of labels when building the dataset,
some symptom entities will generate vectors randomly when
predicting) to introduce other TCM knowledge that con-
tains more symptom, and syndrome entities is an efective
feature for syndrome diferentiation.
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